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AGENDA

ESREC MEETIN:;

Sheraton Society Hill

April 20-211989

I.

Roll Call:

carol Polifroni, President, Connecticut Nurses' Association
Karen Stonkas Ponton. Executive Director, Connecticut Nurses'
Association
Jacqueline M. Moore, President, Delaware Nurses ' Association
Ruth Bashfoni, Executive Director, Delaware Nurses' Association
Valerie Gonzalez, President, District of Colmbia Nurses'
Association, Inc.
Evelyn Scrnners, Executive Director, District of Columbia Nurses•
Association, Inc.
Ann Sassoog, President, Maine State Nurses' Association
Anna Gilloore, Acting Executive Mninistrator, Maine State
Nurses' Association
Kathleen White, President, Mal:yland Nurses Association, Inc.
Robin Platts, Executive Director, Maryland Nurses Association,
Inc.
Anne Hargreaves, Executive Director, Massachusetts Nurses
Association
Barbara Blakeney, Representative, Massachusetts Nurses
Association
Linda Cmnenwett, President,New Hanpshire Nurses' Association
Theresa Bonanno, Executive Director, New Hampshire Nurses '
Association
Jean Marshall, President, New Jersey State Nurses Association
Barbara Wright, Executive Director, New Jersey State Nurses
Association
Juanita Hunter, President, New York State Nurses Association
Martha Orr, Executive Director, New York State Nurses
Association·
Elizabeth Catlr.art, President, Pennsylvania Nurses Association
David Ranck, Executive Aaninistrator, Pennsylvania Nurses
Association
Jtrly Sheehan, Executive Director, Rhode Island State Nurses'
Association
Margaret Luce, President, Vemmt State Nurses' Association,
Inc.
Hollace Reed, Executive Director, Vennont State Nurses 1
Association, Inc.
Jim Welch, Editor, Delaware Nurses' Association
II.

COAR Report

E&<ii/noo-collective bargaining catp)nent - Rhode Island

Collective bargaining - Massachusetts
Menbership Issue - New York and Pennsylvania
Staff nurse involvenent in leaiership - New Jersey
House of Delegates - New Jersey

..,,...

Bylaws

r.v.
V.
/VI.
VII.
VIII.

IX.

x.

f

Dues lnCI:ease - New Jersey
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Strategies for Coostituent Fo:rum meeting in June - Pennsylvania
Beck Decision - MasSadwsetts
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RCT Update - New Jersey
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Suggested Modifications for Functions of Congress on Nursing Economi.cs
and Commission on Economic and Professional Security

MACRO
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1. responsible for approval of long

1. develop related standards. specific

2. evaluate and monitor implementation
of strategic plan

2. evaluate and monitor all. fact:ors which
affect economic and professional
security of all nurses

3. develop positions on issues related
to nursing employment and workplace
issues for the nursing profession
at large

3. receive and disseminate related
information to constituent SNAS and
other organizational. units regarding
employment and workplace issues

4. recommend changes in strategic.plan
based upon evaluation of current and
future trends

4. establish and maintain a plan for
identification of related issues,
impl.ementation and evaluation

5. design and model the future role of
nursing in the health care delivery
system

5. work in concert vit:h Congress on
Nursing Economics to develop data base
for futuristic planning

6. adopt standards, positions and
policies developed by Commission on
Economic and Professional Security

6. impl.ement positions and policies
developed by Congress on Nursing
Economics

7. monitor and evaluate implementation
activities of Commission on Economic
and Professional Security

7. provide data to Congress on Nursing
Economics to assist in our program
eva1uation

range policies as related to
economics of nursing and health
care.
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MICRO
Commission on Economic and
Professiona1 Security

positions and policies for approval
by Congress on Nursing Economics
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Martha L Orr. MN. RN
Executive Dkeclor
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Constituent of The American

MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Nunsu Anoclallon

The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
Guilderland, New York

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

January 26-27, 1989

2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084. {518) 456-5371

TENTATIVE AGENDA
10 April 1989

Juanita K. Hunter, President

PRESIDING:
TO:

JKH; MLO, EC

1.

Call to order

FROM:

WMB

2.

Minutes of previous meetings

RE:

NOTES ON COAR RECOMMENDATIONS FROM MARCH
BOARD MEETING

a)

October 19, 1988 post-convention

The Board determined to recommend to the NYSNA delegation support
COAR recommendations with these exceptions:

of the
1.

2.

The requirement that emergency action reports and main
motions be brought to the House through the Reference Committee - The requirement is inappropriately restraining.

Jc)

The proposal for bylaws provision of "structural minimum"
wich details to be placed in policies/operating rules - The
provision would deprive the House of a large measure of
control and could make the organization volatile (because
policy change requires majority vote, and bylaw change
requires two-thirds vote}.

3.

The recormnendation of a biennial House of Delegates.

4.

Structure of congress on nursing economics with commission
and institute within - if necessary (if objectionable parts
appear in proposed bylaws).

October 15, 1988 pre-convention

d)

December 17, 1988 conference call

October 19, 1988 executive session {for
adoption in executive session)

Introductions
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5.

Announcements
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Report of ~he President
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January 20, 1989 meeting of Advisory Council
>t J k'l't- wmP.> did Notes fo9 fjou..r use

b}

Liaison activity

December 12, 1988 meeting with
Commissioner of Health

1)

~011 ha

ue

r--Jotes

from rn LO

December 2, 1988 meeting with
representatives of NYS-NPA
., ,_ ~ou. have notes from mLD
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J
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b)

Jc)

Staff matters

Proposed Policy/Procedure (manual)
1)
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Li<Snz d,,..ded
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2)
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Information for and Instruction of Newly
Elected Board Members (in orientation)

Minority fellowship program

Open Board Meetings
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Membership Figures

Other liaison activity
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Arden House Consortiwn Report
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Strategic planning
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f)

LPN lawsuit

Born

·n> commi'lfee

Report of the Executive Director
a)

HANYS/hospital rate adjustment for professional
salaries

g)

Other
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Communications
Library

./13.

Organization services

la>

1989 Convention

Nursing Practice and Services Program
a)

Ratification of referendum vote on appointments

AIDS/HIV advisers to councils

( (-)C.TlON·.
1(\J

Future convention sites ( (1CTIDN_ (V€E'bf'D. ,D
S,TE geLe.CTiol\J)
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Report of Labor-Health Industry Task Force
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11.

Nursing Education Program

J

a)

Proposed functional unit title change
Economic and General Welfare Program Highlights

15.
b)

Planning and Research
council on Nursing Research

1989 convention keynote

Action Plan update
i

c>

\

1989 convention theme { 1-\ en CN)

c)

Long-term care/quality assurance project (r-icn·oN Needed (j).J,~.
lverut ·tD Fmanee Ccmm,)

1ot., ~-

16.

J

Committee on Finance
/ a)

b)

(f.\c,1bl\J Needed)

1989 convention registration fees

(OcnoN

1989 ANA delegate subsidy
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Chair, Council on Continuing Education
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Chair, Executive Committee, Functional
Unit of Primary Care Practitioners

Consumer Advisory council

ANA matters
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Human Rights

Committee on Bylaws
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NOTES FOR JKH, 1/20/89 ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING

;

The Advisory Council met on Friday, January 20, 1989.

I

included:

I

Discussion

Reports of district activities

'

Discussions about issues of concern to districts, including:
NYSNA 1 s position on school health nursing
revenue raising methods

d)

requirement that convention registration fee be paid
for admission to voting body

Ratification of referendum vote on nominations
ANA c~uncil executive/nominating_ c~mmittee 1989
elections [i.t,'/i1f3 wrcL. qive 1.wu.. vsr J
V

Updates on these major issues:

,J

COAR recommendations - the question of district versus

regional meetings about the COAR recommendations was
discussed

Status of final report of Labor-Health Industry Task
Force
Nursing shortage
AMA proposal for creation of registered care technologist

J 22.

Proposed nurse practitioner regulations
Status of lawsuit on LPN regulations
Consumer Advisory Council efforts to assist DNAs to
establish consumer advisory committees
Hospital rate adjustment for professional salaries
Foundation Executive Director Cathryne
Management Coordinator Carol Gallacchi
progress of the Foundation's grant for
strategy to document the discipline of
Districts are extremely active.

(D

bd/ acnotes

Welch and NYSNA Records
presented a report on the
the development of a
nursing in New York State.

The meeting was productive.

DRAFT

COUNCIL OF PRACTICALMURSE PROGRAMS
OF
NEW YORK STATE

'1'BE REW YCJR1t STATE. IIUKSES ASSCJc:IAffQI

NEE'rlBG OF ADVISORY COIJNCIL

The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Hursing
Guilderland, New York

.Meeting
Nev York State Nursing Association and

January 20, 1989

Council of Practical Nurse Program

TENTATIVE AGENDA

Days Inn
Friday March 17, 1989 - 3:30 PM

PRESIDING:

---------------l.

2.

Agenda

Introductions

Status of :
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Juanita K. Bunter, NYSNA President

I.

Call to order

II.

Introductions

III.

Announcements

IV.

District issues/reports

v.

Update of major issues

Registered Care Technologist Issue

A.
B.

4.

c.

D.
E.

Networking - CPN, NYSNA, NYS Med. Society

F.

C

NCLEX - RN and NCLEX PN

Report of ANA Commission on Organizational
Assessment and Renewal
Final report of Labor-Health Industry Task Force
Activities related to nursing shortage
N-IA proposal for registered care technologist
Proposed nurse practitioner regulations
_ LPN regulations .
.
.1.
_.-,L, : ~ rJ,'•.wdLi
~..J

~.,

~-[~--u-'~~

January NYSNA Board of Directors meeting

0:,

VII.

l;t'1 VIII.
IX.

(1

-,-

NYSNA Council on Nursing Research survey

Presentation on Foundation of The New York State
Nurses Association, Inc. (by Foundation Executive
Director Cathryne A. Welch)
Other items

x.

Next meeting

XI.

Adjournment
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RHODE
ISLAND
STATE

NURSES'

ASSOCIATION

. IAc~eptarice .
·/Financ:ial•:~pc:,rt •·
Review_and Re-0rderot Agenda
Vjsgjpj7

C9 e. leillcsiJthe a.zgLin:ing

~ea Increase (Mal

Eoard of Directors
c/o Lucille Joel
American Nurses' Association. Inc.
2420 Pershing Road
Kansas City. Missouri 64108
Dear Lucille:

I am writing on behalf of the Eastern Seaboard Regional
Executive Council CESREC).
The ESREC group met in April and discussed the COAR Report
at length. It was the unanimous consensus of the group that in
order for this Report to be a "living document." an evaluative
mechanism must be included as part of the plan.
The evaluative mechanism is such a vital part that without
it we would have strong reservations about adopting the plan.

r-~-.

"

. Other. Business

l
t

, Adj~nt-.

1.

t. :~.

f ·<:?;.--:~

f ,_;:'

.ix
1.;:.;:>.'.:

I am sure the concept of evaluation has already been
considered. given it is such a strong component of all nursing
philosophies .
The sharing of the evaluation piece with the delegates
would. I'm sure. facilitate the action of the House.

9""'7'~.-s- as~~

Thank

you.

Judy L. Sheehan. M.S .• R.N.
Executive Director, RISNA

345 Blackstone Boulevard • H.C. Hall Buiking (South) • Providence, Rhode Island

02906

401-421-9703
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.MINUTES

ESREC MEETING
Sheraton Society Hill

-t

\

1

April 20-21. 1989

Attendance:

Carol Polifroni, President. Connecticut Nurses' Association
Ka.ren Stonkas Ponton. Executive Director. Connecticut Nurses'

Association
Jacqueline .M. Moore. President, Delaware Nurses• Association

Ruth Bashford. Executive Director, Delaware Nurses• Association
Valerie Gonzalez. President. District of Columbia Nurses•
Association, Inc.
Evelyn Soumers. Executive Director, District of Columbia Nurses'
Association. Inc.
Ann Sassong. President. Maine State Nurses• Association
Anna Gilmore. Acting Executive Administrator. Maine State
Nurses' Association
Kathleen White. President. Maryland Nurses Association. Inc.
Robin Platts, Executive Director. Maryland Nurses Association.
Inc.
Anne Hargreaves. Executive Director, Massachusetts Nurses
Association
Barbara Blakeney. Representative. Massachusetts Nurses
Association
Linda Cronenwett. President, New Hampshire Nurses' Association
Jean Marshall, President. New Jersey State Nurses Association
Barbara Wright, Executive Director. New Jersey State Nurses
Association
Juanita Hunter, President, New York State Nurses Association
Martha Orr. Executive Director. New York State Nurses
Association
Elizabeth Cathcart. President. Pennsylvania Nurses Association
David Ranck. Executive Administrator. Pennsylvania Nurses
Association
Judy Sheehan. Executive Director, Rhode Island State Nurses'
Association

Margaret Luce. President. Vermont State Nurses· Association.
Inc.
Hollace Reed. Executive Director, Vermont State Nurses•
Association. Inc.
Jim Welch. Editor. Delaware Nurses' Association
I~sues of COAR
Collective Bargaining and Non-Collective Bargaining
Strategies of E & GW - How do we support both?
Discussion involved issues related to nature of organization.
mission, generic task. Strengthening the organization while
meeting the needs of all members. Dangers of insulating
collective bargaining too much so that w~ lose that component ot
the organization.

·

Areas of Conserusus were identified, areas of needed change

and all agreed on a need for an evaluation mechanism tom,
determined as a way of making COAR a "living" report.

Motion was made and passed to send a letter to Board
insisting that an evaluative component be fundamental piece of
COAR process.
Membership Issue:
Motion made: ESREC to support COAR and the By-Laws
recommendation. Passed 12 in favor
5 oppose
2 abstain
Staff Nurse Involvement in Leadership:
Recommendations came forward to alter the proposed
s~ructures for the Congress Comnission of Nursing Economics and
Institute of Collective Bargaining.
Issues discussed included how does one maintain expert
balance in congress. what happens to nurse entrepreneurs and
their issues? who is staff nurse? don't Nurse Administrators
have economic issues (ex: middle management and upper management
R.N.'a being laid off as jobs are el~m~n~ted-how doea_thia
impact the profession?)? what is def1n1t1on,of collective
bargaining-eligible?
__
Outcome - Definition of Congress and Commission must be
clarified. Perhaps Congress as future oriented, Coamission as
present oriented.
.
1) Maintain Conmission - functions should be cleaned up with no
duplication.
. _
2) Congress should h&ve majority of members non-supervising
(Reps of Institute included).
3) Institute - composition made up of SNA's with 500 members>
collective bargaining units ·with one R.N. and one staff with one
vote per unit.
Dotted line to Congress
Amend fun~tions
Conmittee: J. Hunter
B. Wright
J. Sheehan
To work together to come back to ESREC with proposal
regarding functions of Congress and Comnission.
Marty Orr to write letter to obtain legal opinion on
relationship to the institute.
Other Issues:
Decreasing size of House - most ESREC against Biannual house
- N.J. feels annual house unable to respond quickly
- Cost an issue, Constituent Assembly could function between
houses.

By-Laws - FYI By-laws coming forward as a ccaplete revision of

l}'=Llw

E4ch piecevill be perfected by majority vote .. entire

By-Laws voted on at conclusion of discussion. 2/3 vote needed.
If this ·tails, no By-Laws changes will be made.

New Issues:

Shared Governance threatening Collective Bargaining in
Maine.
RCT - 12 sites ready to roll. D.C. in Hospital Center ACT

NurM9Aaoclatlon

-~-

;:;..,---·

Increase: Majority of ESREC states will support a dues
incre&se of between $5 and $10.
Candidates for Office: 50% candidates to Board from ESREC
Others from ESREC: l E & GW, 3 Human Rights.
2 Education. 3 Practice, 1 Research •
. 2 Service. 3 Nominating

Cons1ltuent of The American

Martha L. Orr, MN, RN
Executive Director

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Western Avenue. Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

June 26, 1989
Mary Ann Feldstein, EdO, RN~ CS
Child &Family Therapist
174 East 74th Street
New York, NY -10021

(Acute Care Technician). Boston University along with other
hospitals vulnerable sites.

Dear Dr. Feldstein:

New Business:
Finances

or.

626.70 Balance

Your letter addressed to President Juanita K. Hunter dated June 19 has been
received.
Hunter has recently been out of the country and her return ~s followed
by an intense meeting schedule until early July. Because of th1s, her response
to you will be delayed.
Please be assured that President Hunter is in receipt of your correspondence
and will respond as soon as time permits • .
Sincerely yours,
Kim E. Roberts
Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director
/ker

Martha L Orr, IIN, RN
Executift Dnetor

Constituent of The American

Nurses Auodatlon

Martha L. Orr, MN, RN

ConsUtuent of The Amerlean
Nurses Atsodatlon

ExecuUve Director

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

2113 Weatem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y.12084, (518) 456-5371

June 26, 1989

June 22, 1989

Peggy E. Lyons, MS, RN, CS
197-07 Dunton Avenue
Holliswood, NY 11423

Dr. Margherite c. Matteis
Pinebrook Boulevard
New Rochelle, NY 10804
280

Dear Ms. Lyons:
Your letter addressed to President Juanita K. Hunter dated June 12, 1989
has been received.
Dr. Hunter has recently been out of the country and her return is followed
by an intense meeting schedule until early July. Because of this, her response
to you will be delayed.

Please be assured that President Hunter is in receipt of your correspondence

and will respond as soon as time pennits.

Sincerely yours,

Dear Dr. Matteis:
Your letter addressed to President Juanita K. Hunter dated June l.6,
1989 has been received.

nr. Hunter was recently out of the country and her return is followed
" an intense meeting schedule until late June or early July. Because
of this, her response to you will be delayed.
Please be assured that President Hunter is in receipt of your correspondence and will respond as soon as time permits.
Sincerely,

urn -·~-?-,°"t:J

Kim E. Roberts
Administrative Assistant to the

Executive Director

Kim E. Roberts
Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director

/ker
KER/dnw
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Martha L Orr, MN. RN

•

.

.~=·~

Constituent of The Amedcan

••LI!

Executlft Director

Nurses AuoclaUon

Marlha L. Orr, MN, RN

Conslilutntof'TileAmedcan
NWNSAaoctauan

ExecuUve Dlreclor

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

2113 Weslem Avenue, Gulldertand, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y.12084, (518) 456-5371

June 20,. 1989

June 22, l.989

Diane Haber, MS, RN, CS
58-46 246th Crescent
Douglaston,. NY 11362

Ruth L. Rabiner, RN, CS, MA
145 Country Ridge Drive
Rye Brook, NY l.0573

Dear Ms. Haber:

Dear Ms. Rabiner:
Your letter addressed to President Juanita K. Hunter dated June 14,
1989 has been received.

Your letter addressed to President Juanita K. Hunter dated June 4 has been
received.

Dr. Hunter was recently out of the country and her return is followed
by an intense meeting schedule until late June or early July. Because
of this, her response to you will be delayed.

Dr. Hunter is out of the country and her return is followed by an intense
meeting schedule until late June or early July. Because of this, her response
to you will be delayed.

?lease be assured that President Hunter is in receipt of your correspondence and will respond as soon as time permits.

Please be assured that President Hunter is in receipt of your correspondence
and will respond as soon as time permits •..
Sincerely yours,

Sincerely,

"-k:1--m

·e. ~,Le.Lr;,

Kim E. Roberts
Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director
KER/dnw

/ker

Kim E. Roberts
Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director

•

Martha L Orr, MN, RN

ConsUtuent of The American

Executive Director

Nurses Association

Martha L Orr, MN, RN

Conatttuent oflbe American

E•ecullve Director

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

NUIMSAaoc:faUon

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

2113 Wutem Avenue, Gullderfand, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

June 20, 1989

June 20, 1989

Mary Tantillo-Pearson, RN, MS, CS

Lucinda Fowler, MS, RN, CS
Psychotherapist
2 Conway Court
Wheatley Heights, NY 11798

31 Charlton Road

Rochester, NY 14617

Dear Ms. Tantillo-Pearson:

Dear Ms. Fowler:

Your letter addressed to President Juanita K. Hunter dated June 8 has been

received.

Dr. Hunter is out of the country and her return is followed by an intense
meeting schedule until late June or early July. Because of this, her response
to you will be delayed.

Please be assured that President Hunter is in receipt of your correspondence
and will respond as soon as time permits.

Your letter addressed to President Juanita K. Hunter dated June 8 has been
received.
Dr. Hunter is out of the country and her return is followed by an intense
meeting schedule until late June or early July. Because of this, her response
to you will be delayed.
Please be assured that President Hunter is in receipt of your correspondence
and will respond as soon as time permits.

Sincerely yours,

Sincerely yours,

Kim E. Roberts
Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director

Kim E. Roberts
Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director

/ker

/ker
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~•rtha L Orr, MN, RN
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TO:

NYSNA Finance Committee and Board of Directors

FROM:

Juanit.a K. Hunter, EdD, Rtl
President

The Consortium had several recof111!1endations for further strategies or activities.
Most of the continuing work should be carried out by NYSNA structural units.
There are budget implications for several of the suggested actions.
is a sunnnary:
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January 10, 1989

The Consortium Report has been widely circulated throughout the state. It is being
used in a variety of ways to eoucate the health care industry about the causes of
and solutions for the retention and recruitment of nurses. Many of the recolllllendations have been implemented.

~-~-fa

2113 Wntem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 451-5371

The Arden House Consortium held its last official ineetinq on November 15, 1988.
The ourpose of this meetinq was to evaluate the implementation of the Consortium
recommendations and to develop further strategies or activities related to retention and recruitment in nursing.

1,

.

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
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ConslibMntof'TheAI
NurwAISC!da5on

vc:xecuUve Director
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The followin9

Request the Council on Legislation (a) to back scholarship
bills for nursing education already in process; and (b) to
identify to legislators the need for tuition money for refresher courses to prepare non-pr~cticing nurses for current
nursing practice.
Anticipated financial impact:
None.

2.

Request the Council on Nursing Practir.e and the Co11111t1nity
Health tlursing Clinical Practice Unit to look at the Arden
House Consortium Short-tenn Strate9ies for Influencing the
Nursing Practice Environment and the NYSNA Nursing Environment Assessment Tool for adaptation to non-hospital settings.

Anticipated financial impact:
One additional meeting of the Council and Clinical
Practice Unit:
·
8 people x 1 day=
$1400.00
Mailing to non-hospital settings=
$ 520.00

NYSNA Finance Connittee
and Board of Directors
A
V

3.

-~:~"~=~~~~;,;;.;· NYSNA Finance Connittee
and Board of Directors

-2-

NYSNA send a follow-up letter to all Directors of Nursing
Service with a short questionnaire to give direction for
future activities related to making necessary changes in
the nursing practice environment to facilitate the retention of nurses.

e

8. NYSNA convene a Task Force to follow up on the suggestions
related to developing workshop alternatives for chief nurse
executives, nursing educators and an NYSNA 1989 Convention
program.
Suggested Task Force members:

Anticipated financial impact:

Sandra Mazzie, Chairperson
Lenora Mcclean
Member, Council on Nursing Education
Member, Council on Nursing Practice

Development and printing of questionnaire; mailing
to all Directors of Nursing Service=
$ 660.00

4. Request the Council on Nursing Education to look at the
reco11111endation related to identifying and providing
accurate data regarding retention and recruitment for
further implementation strategies or activities.

Anticipated financial iapact:
$ 700.00
Initial: 1 day x 4 members=
Follow-up: Unknown until plan is developed.

Anticipated financial i111P1ct:

Unknown.

Total for all rec011111endations =

5. Request the Council on Nursing Education to encourage
schools of nursing to undertake remediation programs
for nurses who fail the State Board examination.
Anticipated...-financial impact:

Hailing to all schools of nursing=
6.

$ 18.75

Request the Council on Nursing Practice to encourage
health care facilities to undertake remediation programs for nurses who fail the·state Board examination.
A reasonable payback mechanism could be considered.
Anticipated financial i111J11ct:

Mailing to hospitals=

$ 87.50

Schools of nursing, health care facilities and the State
Board for Nursing should encourag~ nurses who fail the
NCLEX exam to sit for the LPN exam while preparing themselves to retake the NCLEX examination.
Anticipated financial impact:

None. Could be included in above mailings.

January 10. 1989

-3-
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$3386.25

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

b)

MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
Guilderland, New York

Liaison activity
1)

3/17 meeting with representatives of Council
of Practical Nurse Programs

2)

3/21 meeting with representatives of Medical
Society of the State of New York
6, J f'll-LW->al, {J
- 'l,.,.JJ,,. ~d..;:..o..l
ei..,Ji.,.

3)

ANA Leadership Development Task Force meeting

March 30-31, 1989

TENTATIVE AGENDA
PRESIDING:

Juanita K. Hunter, President

1.

Call to Order

2.

Minutes of Previous Meetings
/a)

,ut cv~ t-L

(4)

January 26-27, 1989 meeting

4)

February 15, 1989 special meeting of
executive conmittee and COAR coordinators
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Board committee on strategic planning

d)

Minority focus group
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Report of the President
a)

NYSNA March 15 Advisory Council meeting
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6.

Report of the Executive Director
a)

Staff matters

b)

LPN lawsuit status report

b)

Ratification of referendum vote on response to ANA
Committee on Bylaws proposals
,v~

c)

House of delegates matters

hj~

Plans for delegates' interviews of candidates

~4-N'

Membership figures

c)

'I;, B11ri.o

d)

HANYS/Hospital rate adjustment for professional
salaries
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12. Legislative Program
Proposed position statement on state budget - ~
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13. Nursing Practice and Services Program

J a)

Committee on Finance

.
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/21. March
NYSNA 1989 Honorary Recognition
and May meetings)

Proposed revision of position statement on role of
the nurse with respect to determination not to
resuscitate

Board Committee on Appointments

I

/14. Economic and General Welfare Program

Appointment to fill vacancy in executive committee
of Functional Unit of Nurse Administrators and
Managers 11.,/ , . , , ., • 1
.
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JlS. Planning and Research
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Consumer Advisory Council
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Council on Nursing Research -
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Committee on policie~nd procedures
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Presentation about funded project on documenting
the discipline of nursing by Cathryne Welch (Foundation
executive director) and Carol Gallacchi (NYSNA records
management coordinator)
[ time certain: day two, $-~ ,i, °ii following lunch]
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 WNtern Avenue, GuHderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371
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March 8, 1989

J

MEMO TO:
FROM:

Juanita Hunter, President
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director

In addition to the material in the enclosed memo, I should also
respond to your inquiry about possible funding for your travel to
receive the Chi Eta Phi award.
This seems something of a grey area to me, but I think
Association funding might be questionable. As of the end of
January, charges to your travel expenses are just under $8,000,
or 29.4% over planned budget. A conservative approach to travel
might be indicated: however, this is truly a judgment call and
between you and the Finance Committee.
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2639 sugar Bush Lane
Dryden, NY 13053
May 26, 1988
Opinion: The court reporter and the parliamentarian had no more
right to be present at an executive session of the board than did other
nonmembers. •only members, special invitees, and such employees or staff
members as the assembly or its rules may determine to be necessary are
allowed to remain • • • • (Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised, emphasis
added).

Juanita K. Bunter
127 Shirley Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14215
Dear Juanita Hunter:
You called me on May 23 to ask a question regarding executive session,
and I returned your call on May 25. This letter will review the opinion
that I gave on the telephone. Your question, as I understood it, was:
Can a board of directors go into executive session without the executive
director or other staff members being present? My answer, with some
qualifications, was yes, a board of directors can go into executive session
without anyone else being present. The sources for my opinion are as
follows:
•A motion to go into executive session is a question of privilege,
and therefore is adopted by a majority vote. Only members, special invitees,
and such employees or staff members as the assembly or its rules may determine
to be necessary are allowed to remain in the hall.
A member can be punished under disciplinary procedure if he violates
the secrecy of an executive session. Anyone else permitted to be present
is honor-bound not to divulge anything that occurred. The minutes, or
record of proceedings, of an executive session must be read and acted upon
only in executive session.• Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised, p. 81.
• •• , when chairmen of committees say, 'the committee will now go
into executive session,' this is the signal for noncommittee members to
withdraw from the room so that the committee can privately deliberate on
a question; it is equivalent to the motion to adjourn (or, in committee
of the whole, to rise and report). Any body or committee except a committee
of the whole can go into executive session to safeguard its proceedings.•
Demeter's Manual of Parliamentary Law and Procedure (Blue Book Edition),
p. 276.

•12.

Executive session:

-2-

who remains?

When a controversial personnel matter came up, a board of directors
voted to go into executive session. The observers and several staff members
left the room. The court reporter and the parliamentarian remained.
Were the court reporter and the parliamentarian, who were not members,
entitled to stay?

What procedure is necessary to allow them to remain?

Although permission of the board is required for nonmembers to stay,
it is usually assumed that essential persons will remain during an executive
session, and that they will honor their obligation not to divulge the
proceedings. Ordinarily the parliamentarian is deemed to be indispensable.
There could be some doubt about the need for the court reporter. In a
sensitive situation the members may not want a record kept or may prefer
that a member serve as secretary.
The motion to go into executive session (sometimes called •closed,•
•confidential,• or •secret• session) often includes a provision that specific
nonmembers may remain. If not, the chair may add such a provision with
the consent of the assembly. During a controversial meeting, however,
it is not unusual for the presiding officer to be cautious about introducing
a new issue. If such is the case, the chair may announce that essential
personnel will remain and assume approval if no objection is raised.•
Parliamentary Opinions (American Institute of Parliamentarians), p. 6.
This latter quotation speaks to the wisdom of excluding all nonmembers
from an executive session. Although a board of directors can exclude all
nonmembers from the executive session, it is not always wise to do so.
I can think of at least two instances in which it might be unwise to exclude
an executive director:
(1) If the board of directors has entered into a contract with the
executive director which, in effect, guarantees the executive director
access to certain types of information, then this contract should not be
violated.
(2) In the case of the NYSNA, the executive director has been given
responsibility for all matters related to collective bargaining, therefore
she should not be excluded from any deliberations that touch on collective
bargaining.

There is also at least one instance in which it would seem entirely
appropriate to exclude an executive director from an executive session,
that being whenever the executive director's contract is under discussion.
I hope the above opinion will be helpful.
if I can be of further assistance.

Feel free to contact me

Yours truly,

"'1-~B~

M. EUGENE BIERBAUM, Ph.D.

Parliamentarian
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ANALYSIS OF REQUESTS FOR FORMATION OF NEW ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS
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AMBULATORY CARE NURSING
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1.

There is no clinical practice unit within .NYSNA specific to this
area of practice. currently, members choose either the MedicalSurgical Nursing Clinical Practice Unit or Parent-Child Health
Nursing Clinical Practice Nursing.

2.

The growth of ambulatory care centers, diagnostic and treatment
centers and out-patient surgical units has resulted. in an in-

crease need for experts in this particular area who are available
for consultation •

0

u

3.

There are no councils within ANA for this practice area. On a
national level there is the American Academy of Ambulatory Nursing.

Determination of Sufficient Interest:
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The following meetings have been held with respect to fonnation of
a unit: (Supporting documentation is attached.}
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on October 26, 1987, seventeen (17} NYSNA members working in
ambulatory care nursing sent a letter to President Hunter requesting the formation of an Ambulatory Nursing Clinical Practice Unit.
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a.

October 19, 1985 - NYSNA Convention; approximately 40 nurses
attended this meeting •

b.

February 1986 - a follow-up meeting with three members, only
one attended.

c.

October 24, 1987 - NYSNA Convention: approximately 20 nurses
attended this meeting.
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In April 1987, NYSNA staff surveyed nurses who had indicated an
interest in ambulatory care nursing regarding their current level
of interest. There were twenty (20) affirmative responses.
Nine (9) individuals have indicated their willingness to assist in
the formation of this unit.:

Joanne Conlin - Yonkers
Margaret Falconer - Thornwood
Irmatrude Grant - Brooklyn
Geraldine Listmas - Hawthorne
Joan Morgan - Thornwood
Phyllis Parness - Brooklyn
Margaret Evelyn Pinsker - Brooklyn
Geneva Priest - White Plains
May Thomas - Brooklyn
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Section 1.10
Poticy I Procedure: Consideration of Formation of a
CZinicaJ, PMctics oz- PunaticnaL Unit

Page 2
II.

NURSE ENTREPRENEURS

Determination of Need:
1.

2.

3.

There is no clinical practice unit within NYSNA specific to this
area of practice. CUrrently, members either choose the Functional
Unit of Primary Care Practitioner or no functional unit designation. In the past, NYSNA had a Task Force on Entrepreneurship in
Nursing.
There is a significant growth of nurse's interest in private
practice/business activities. Members frequently call for assistance in establishing businesses or corporations. They require
assistance with law/regulations; liability/~alpractice; the Nurse
Practice Act and advertising.
There is no ANA council which addresses this need. There is a new
organization, the National Association for Nurse Entrepreneurs,
which is located in San Rafael, California.

Determination of Sufficient rnterest:
1.

Twenty-six (26} nurses assembled at the 198? NYSNA Convention
reached a consensus to request that the NYSNA Board of Directors
establish a functional unit for nurse entrepreneurs.

2.

An Open Forum on Entrepreneurship: the Business of Nursing was

3.

No survey has been conducted for this unit.

4.

The following members have indicated a willingness to assist in
the formation of the unit:

held at the 1985 NYSNA convention. Twenty-six {26) members attended a Clinical Nurse Specialist/Nurse Entrepreneur meeting on
October 24, 1987 at the NYSNA Convention. (Supporting documenta~
tion is attached.)

Norma Alkon - Long Island
Susan Cohen - Long Island
Karen Heaphy - New York City
;A.,na Sabia - Schroon Lake
~Sharon Shisler - White Plains
"Cristine Verber - White Plains
llB/kac
5/12/88

Adopted by: Board of Directors
Date:
Revised:

March 17-18. 1988

Bylaws Authority
NYSNA Bylaws specify that the Board of Directors shall:
Article IV, Section 3(m)
Provide for the establishment and dissolution of clinical and functional
units;
Th~ Bylaws also describe the purposes and function of these units and
set basic criteria for the establishment of units:,
Article VIII, Sections 1 and 2
Section 1
(a) Cl~nic~l
functional units are established by the Board of Directors
to a~s,st 1nd~v~dual _ffl':mbers to improve professional practice and development
with1n a spec1f1c cl1n1cal or functional area.
~b) A clinical practice unit may be established·by the Board of Directors
1n an area of s ecialt nursin ractice for which the Board detennines
that there is need and sufficient interest of members. emphasis added
(c} A functional unit may be established by the Board of Directors
in an area of functional role for which the Board determines that there
is need and sufficient interest of members. emphasis added
Section 2
Each unit shall:
(a) provide a forum for members for discussion of relevant issues and
concerns;
(b) plan a program of continuing education;
(c) serve as a source for consultation and expertise;
{d) develop positions and policies for recolJlll!ndation to the Board of
Di rectors;
(e) promote adherence to approved standards of nursing practice;
{f) maintain co1J1J1unications with other units and councils.
Determination of Need
The Board will be guided in its deliberations when considering proposals
for the establishment of a new clinical practice or functional unit
by an assessment of the need for such a unit. Evidence of need may
include the following:
1. Ther~ is an absence of a clinical practice or functional unit within
NYSNA wh~ch is specific to the particular area of clinical practice
or funct 1 ona1 role for which a new unit is being sought.

1

-2-

2. The particular expertise of members who practice in the specialty
area or functional role for which a new unit is being considered is
needed by the Association for (1) consultation, (2) planning and implementation of a continuing education program, and (3) development of positions
and policies for consideration by the Board of Directors. The group
seeking establishment of a new unit may provide examples of specific
areas in which their consultation and assistance would be useful.
3. The Board may wish to consider the extent to which this proposed
group is currently served by specialty associations and the ANA Councils.
Determination of Sufficient Interest
The Board of Directors will be guided in its deliberations when considering
establishment of a new clinical practice or functional unit by an assessment
of the level of interest of members in the fonnation of the proposed unit.
Evidence of interest may include the following:
1. A petition of no less than 25 members who request the formation
of a new unit. (These members should be members of the clinical practice
or functional area in question);
2. Attendance of no less than 25 members at a preliminary meeting of
a proposed new unit scheduled at an annual meeting of the Association
to discuss the potential interest of members in the formation of a new
unit;
3. A survey of the membership of NYSNA in an official publication,
the response from which indicates no fewer than 50 potential members;
4. Identification of potential leadership of a proposed new unit; (An
informal solicitation of such interest may also be printed in an official
publication.)
Financial Impact
A request for formation of a new clinical practice or functional unit
shall be referred to the Finance Comittee for an assessment of the potential
costs of and financial implications for the Association.
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STAtE IIUISU ASSOCIATIOII

bpore co the Board of Dlrectar•

11prs1ng

practice
and sen:tces
(P:ragr. .)

Jtnuaa ZJ·U, 1988

(Date of Board Meeting}

OraaaJ.zaclonal lhllt err Person Reque•ting Action,

llursfng Practice and Sen1ces Program Staff
Actiou lleque•ted,

1. Foratfon of a new clfnfcal practice unft for llllbulatory care nursing.
2.

Appotntaent of

officers at the March Board Meeting.

Background and/or rationale for request,

Hellbers ha•e met at the 1985 and 1987 Conventions to discuss fonnation of this unit.
Se•enteen ftYSNA members have signed a Jetter requesting this action and fridtcating
their wfllfngness to assist in the unit's formation.

If Applicables

Anticipated Financial Impact,

(Please esplala in detail.)

If tbe Board of Directors were to appoint two
officers to attend the May
Jlarstng Practice and Se"fces Organfzatfonal Units Meeting fn order to plan for
tbe first aeetfng of the unft at the 1988 Convention, the cost would be $680. The
cost for fature budget years wuld be at least $1,575, depending on changes fn the
per dfea.

e

Use additional paper l.fnece•sary.

HLO/ker
12/4/87
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individuals: William R. Donovan- Nur~i11g Practice; Margaret D. Sovie"
Nursing Service Administration; Mart_;i. Rogers- Nursing Education;
Ruth Korn - Economic and General Welfare; Eunice A. Turner Legislation; Ruth W. llarpcr- Membership.
... Approved nominations for appointment to ANA Certification
Committees of Examiners.
•.. Approved presentation to 1985 Voting Body proposed amendment to
Articles of Incorporation deleting one of the stated purposes.
... Approved nomination and endorsement of nomination to the
National Commission on Nursing Implementation Project Work Groups.

1~~]8-()()68

Also a,•ailable:
N\'SNA Group Trani r1anc; To
Barbados- April 12-19. 1986
April 19-2<,, 19K6
Copenhagen - April 19-26, 191!6

h,r mnu: detailed information brochure

call Karen Zollo.

; : \'SN A Convention '85, cm11i11uedfm111 p.

ti,·e: Ethical Perspectives is also
,chcdulcd for Friday, October
18, al 5 p.m.
Another Open Forum, Enrref•rt·mmrsl,ip: 11,e Business of
,\'ursiflg, will be held on both
Friday and Saturday.
NYSNA Bylaws Amendments
(l>i:c proposals on p. 2) and the
topic of a Fall or Spring
l ·onvention will be the subjects
of a Forum on Saturday
:1fh:rnoon. {Please note this is a
schedule change from the last
issue of report.)
Prescriptive Privileges for
Nurses will be the topic of a
II caring set for 3 p.m. - 4:30
p.m. on Friday. Nurses wishing
to present testimony should send
written notification to NYSNA
by October 7.
A new feature this year will be
an informational session,
Orimtation For New

Convemion A1te11tlees. It will be

held on Friday and again on
Saturday.

CE & Business Sessions
Six continuing education
programs are set for Saturday
and Sunday.
N Y_)/V,4 f' f!-'o_!? ,- Ve/. It,,

I

Also, the 5 Clinical Practice
Units and 5 Functional Units
will hold their annual business
meetings on Saturday and
Sunday.

Tours & Social Events

Shopping and sightseeing
tours are scheduled for Friday
and Saturday.
Two major social events, a
Night at the Races and the
annual Awards Banquet, will Ile
held on Saturday and Sunday,
respectively.
Yoting Body Sessions
The annual meeting of
NYSNA's Voting Body will be
conducted during Convention.
Three separate sessions are
scheduled for Saturday, Sunday
and Monday. Every NYSNA
member is urged to participate.
The 1986 Legislative Program,
Bylaws Amendments, and other
agenda items will be up for
discussion and vote.
A complete schedule and
reservation forms are printed in
the August issue of The Journal

of zhe New York Slate Nurses
Association.
-11,.::,-

5,.,,1. Oct.

,r,~r

-

from top people in this fic!4..
Lecture and group wo{J
format will be utilized and
facilitated by members of the
NYSNA Council on Continuing
Education and Regional Review
Teams.
further information is
available from the NYSNA
Nursing Education Program.

Recognition: Marian Silber, Esq.

Marian E. Silber has
demonstrated selfless dedication
in imparting her professional
knowledge to assist registered
nurses in protecting their
practice.
Ms. Silber is a senior partner
in Gorden & Silber, a leading
New York City law firm
specializing in professional
malpractice, medical
malpractice, personal injury and
casualty litigation.
She has donated her time and
expertise to participation in
"Practice/ Malpractice and
Committees on Nursing
Practice," a workshop sponsored
and presented by the NYSNA
E&GW Program. Because of its
popularity, this workshop has
been repeated numerous times
and Ms. Silber has accepted
invitations to be a regular
member of the teaching panel
since 1980.
Ms. Silber's contribution to
assisting NYSNA members
understand their legal liabilities
has been acknowledged by
many. She has been an articulate

presenter of complc:x issues that
RNs face in protecting their
practice.
Ms. Silber has displayed an
understanding of the mission of
nursing and has advanced the
goals of the Association through
her participation in educational
activities. The Association
deeply appreciates her generosity
and commitment.

1

AMBULATORY CARE
NURSES

There will be a meeting at
Convention for nurses interested
in forming an Ambulatory Care
special interest group within
NYSNA. Plan to attend the
meeting on Saturday, October
19, at 12:30 p.m.

-RF.FCIRT".is1•1ilil1,h1.•,l ,ic- ,.,,,. ..,., ••·.1,1'1 Iii.- ,·,.•
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Conalltuentof'TheAmertaan

~artha L. Orr. MN, RN
~xecutlve Director

Ur.JO a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
TOURS
Tour#J- lark Street Shopping Tour
Tour 114 - Historic Walking Tour of Downtown Alha11y
(See page 17 for details.)

Sponsors:
Room:

Schuyler and Beverwyck
12:30 p.m: -

I :00 p.m.

Program:

MEETl!"'JG·FOR AMBULATORY CARE NURSES

Room:

Van Rensselaer

12:30 p.m. -

Program:

Room:

;

VIDEOTAPES -

1:30 p.m.

NYSNAACTION PLAN:DIRECTIO'.\~
FOR NliRSING l:'li HEALTH CARE
and
ENTRY INTO PRACTICE
(Repeated on Sunday)

•Program:

Exhibit;

VOTI.'
Cedlic:

Objective:

To discuss issues surrounding entrepreneurship and nursing.

Sponsor:

NYSNA Task Force on Entrepreneurship in Nursing

Room:

Ballroom C

• ,tppro,~for rontinuing ~ducarion c-rl'cii1 b_r .'tl YS.V A Councif011 Continuing £,/11r11tim1.
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TO:

Karen Ballard, Associate Director, Nursing Pract.i.c:e & Services

FROM:

Jane Fielding, Deputy Director
Summary of Meeting for Ambulatory care Nurses
1985 NYSNA Convention
October 19, 1985
12:30 PM - 1:00 PM

The meeting was c:on~uc:ted by Bonnie Perratto, member of the Board of
Directors. At least forty nurses attended the meeting and there vere
not enough chairs to seat everyone. There was insufficient time for
everyone who wanted to speak to do so. Individuals began introducing
themselves at the suggestion of the chairman. This precess was interrupted
by people wanting to speak about the need for forming a group.
The reasons cited for forming a group included: ·
l.

:-;u·

2.

Ba\\rc

3.
4.
5.

RE<

OPEN FORUM - ENTREPRENEURSHIP: THE BUSINESS OF NURSING

February 5, 1986

Van Ren.,;~,

Cahoots
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

2113 Western Avenue, Guffderfand, N.Y. 12084, (518) 45&-5371

5al\room D

POSTER SHOW
page 60 for listing of displays & participants.)
NYSNA Council on Nursing Research; Clinical Practi.:.: an,!
Functional Units
••

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

OPEN fORl"

10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

(See

N. . . . Aaocfallon

\';;.

mutual support;
work for sufficient staffing so that patient teaching could
be insured;
develop standards related to acuity;
work for adoption of standards by JCAH and;
prevent inappropriate substitution of unlicensed personnel for nurses.

There was considerable discussion about where ambulatory care belonged - with
community health, for example?
Thelma Prescott indicated that standards bad been developed at Queens Hospital
Center and that she would be able to share them. There. dll of the nurses
in ambulatory care have a community health background. She and other nurses
questioned the need for formally establishing a group at this time.
Many offered to participate in a subgroup to develop standards.
Bonnie Perratto appointed Josephine Bolus, Anne Marie Treanor and .Judy Manged
and herself. It was my understanding that these four would draft some
standards and then mail them to the remainder of nurses attending for their
comments.
JF/jml

2/5/86
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THE 1'EW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

\;.,.~.·:·t···.

Nursing Practice and Services Program

·Ft:

AMBULATORY CARE

""

·~

l
i

ATTENDANCE

~,

October 19, 1985

t
t

NAME

•

Bernice Worrell

()..
~-

-

MEMBER

Yes

' '

IMC, New York City

!

IMC, Brooklyn

Eileen Farrell

Yes

Col. Pres. Medical Center, New York City

Vashti Andrews

Yes

IMC, Brooklyn

Gloria Forbes

Yes

IMC, Brooklyn

Elma Barnes

Yes

IMC, Brooklyn

Claudia S. Clark

Yes

IMC, Brooklyn

S. Simmonds

{

1,..

- ·-

}l

ii

:1
.~'.I

'{

·;

...:I

:;!
't
~..:

i

.'.";

]

-;,

'-:?

.,..,

NCB, Bronx

MEMBER

EHPLOY1·1ENT AGENCY

Yes

Presbyterian Hospital, NYC (Short Stay Surgical)

Josephine Bolus

Yes

Kings County Hospital, Brooklyn

A1i ce Ha 11 Beck

Yes

Adult Health Management Centeri1 Brooklyn

Cathy Cornu-Quinn·

Yes

130 Oscawana Lake Road, Putman Valley 10579

Paulette Galette

Yes

35J E 23rd Street, Brooklyn, New York

Silvia Thompson

Yes

944 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11225-'

Katherine Thompson

Yes

400 Fulton Street, Farmingdale, New York 11735

Darlene Kornegay

Pio

971 Kenyon Avenue, Plainfield, New Jersey

Noemi Borrero

Yes

4a St. John's Avenue. Yonkers, New York

Thelma Prescott

Yes

221-37 Murdock Avenue, Queens Village, New York

Joyce Fowler

Yes

900-5 Baychester Avenue, Bronx, New York

Betty Lee

Yes

109-09 211st Queens Village, New York

Mildred Sirrms

Yes

2421 Webb Avenue, Bronx, New York 10468

Vivian Fletcher

!

Yes

~ND
}JM?,NO

-

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

Yvonne Moranci e

Sonia Leid

NAME

@.

•

Roosevelt Hospital. New York City

.,

~1

Winona Gajadhar

Yes

133-09 227th Street, Laurelton, New York 11413

:'i
.,

Geraldine Listman

Yes

314 Shennan Avenue, Hawthorne, New York 10532

Joan Morgan

Yes

70 Byron Road, Thonrood, New York 10594

,~,'."':.:¼

Fran Weisman

Yes

411 Westchester Avenue 5-N, Portchester, NY

.::.:

Mary MacNair

Yes

36 Marlborough Road, Babylon, New York 11702

;~

Sonia Leid

I

Hyacinth Seivright

Yes

Montefoire Medical Center, Brooklyn

Hazel Woodburne

Yes

Interfaith Medical Center, Brooklyn

Pamela Scott-Mack

Yes

Interfaith Medical Center, Bedford Clinic

Greta H. Trotman-Jones

Yes

Interfaith Medical Center, Brooklyn

:•~

Shirley Geffner

Yes

Interfaith Medical Center, Brooklyn

1:.9
,j]

Ishbel A. Charles

Yes

Interfaith Medical Center, Brooklyn

-~

ri

1

i;

i.'.,,

.-,,
.,

j

)•i

:?t

')'SI

445 Pinebrook Blvd, flew Rochelle 10804

May Thomas

Yes

Maimonides Medical Center

Margaret A. Evelyn

Yes

Maimonides Medical Center

Anne M. Mallon

Pamela Culbert-Honthor

Yes

Pace University

'fstJO

Nonna Hudson

Yes

835 Sanders Avenue, Scotia, New York

George Wade

Yes

Maimonides Medical Center

Judy Maugeri

Yes

204 Sedgwick Drive, Syracuse, New York 13203

Irmatrude Grant

Yes

Kings County Hospital ENYNFCC- Ambulatory
Care Center (interested in working)

''.,/

Joyce Fowler

Yes

900-5 Baychester Avenue, Bronx, Hew York
University Hospital UMC, Syracuse, Hew York

~r:.'

r

:·

l,

$.
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Fund Helps RNs Earn
Degree in Business

Retired Nurses Plan Meeting
.,

A special meeting for retired nurses

will be held this year during the 1987
NYSNA Convention in Buffalo. It is
scheduled for Friday, October 23. 4: 155: 15 p.m. A small group is now planning

the meeting's agenda and other postconvention activities. ba.,;cd on responses to a NYSNA questionnaire distributed this summer.
Two hundred and seventeen retired
nurses returned that questionnaire and

their responses indicate widespread
interest in financial planning. health
care. continued benefits. affordable
housing, transportation. and continued
activities. Many respondents said they
wished to keep up with current nursing
trends and issues. and wanted updated
practice information. They also said
they preferred to anend regional meetings held during the daytim~.

.

Ambulatory Care

Occupational Hazards
Material Available

A special meeting to determine
whether there is interest in establishing
a NYSNA Ambulatory Care Clinical
Practice Unit will be held during
Convention. Time: October 24, 8-9 pm.
Place: Room l09 of the Convention
Center. For more information contact
Beverly lanuzi at NYSNA.

Two brochures titled Occupational
Hazards in the Professional Nurse
Workplace. Volume I and 11, which

\

Nurses to Meet

were developed by NYSN A under a
grant from the New York State Department of Labor. are now available free
of charge. Contact the Communications
Department.
Available on loan is a 12 minute
slide/tape show which shows nurses
how to protect themselves from occupational hazards. The slide show can also
be requested on ½"or¾" video tape.
For details contact Warren Hawkes,
Librarian. NYSNA.

OVERSEAS NURSING opportunillff
-lnnsllg.ale lhese ch.allenglng

opportunities. Send self-.addressrd,
st.amped. fong emelope to: Friends
ofWorldNuHing.P.O. Bo• 1049,San
Dlqo, C.alif. '2111-104!.

The Commonwealth Fund will award
up to 15 fellowships in 1988 to qualified
registered nurses who are interested in
pursuing a graduate degree in business.
The awards support fulltime study at
an accredited graduate school of business of the Fellow's choice and carry
stipends or up to $25.000 each.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens.
RNs currently or recently employed by
a hospital in the U.S .. and have
advanced degrees in clinical nursing,
proven clinical skills and leadership
potential. Deadline for applications is
January 15. 1988. For details write:
The Commonwealth Fund Executive
Nurses Fellowship Program
University of Rochester
601 Elmwood Avenue
Rochester. NY 14642

~""'-1111111,. .,~---'--'-f.;.;~~S;;.;.;_v.;.:.if~/'t..;;<-~.:1:.;.?~
........1-,;;;;,;.._5~1?;.;J-~~..r/ $ ~
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Continuing Education
Applications Revised
As a result of new criteria proposed

by the ANA Board of Accreditation.
the NYSNA Council on Continuing

Education has developed four new
applications for continuing education
approval. They are titled: Offering.
Independent Study. Program. and Provider.
We have sent copies of these applications to all individuals and agencies
previously inovlvcd in our approval
mechanism. If you have old application.c;
on hand. please destroy them: they will
not be accepted after January I. 1988.
If you have not received new forms
or need additional copies. contact
Barbara Zittel. Associate Director.
Nursing Education Program. New York
State Nurses Association. 2113 Westem
Avenue, Guilderland. NY 12084.

IFYOUHAVEAtlURSE
WHO'S AN ADDICT,
THE LASTTHIIIGYOU
SHOULD DO IS FIRE HE~

,: "~

.......

Martha L Orr, MN, RN
Executive Director

Constttuent at The American
Nunes Aawc:tatlon

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Wntam Awenue. GuUdertand, N.Y.12084, (518) 456-5371

October 26, 1987

April 10, 1987

Juanita Bunter, President

Pf\
. :'9

HYSNA Board of Directors
127 Shirley Avenue
Buffa1o, NY 14215

Judy Maugeri, RN
4534 Young Road
Syracuse, NY 13215

Dear Ms. Hunter:

Dear Judy:

For the past three years there has been increasing interest among
NYSNA members working in the_a.mbulatory care setting to form a clinical practice unit within the Association. A meeting was held du=ing
the 1987 Convention in Buffalo to determine current interest. As a
result of that meeting, the undersigned would iike to request that the
NYSNA Board of Directors establish an Alllbulatory care Nursing Clinical
Practice Unit according to Bylaws Article VIII, Section 1. We would
also be glad to assist you in any way possible.

The ~ssociation ~as ~nee again been approached on the possibility of
forming an Organizational Unit for Ambulatory care.

Respectfully,

G,,tA_ 7 ~ - r ( d l e ~ )
. t~

»~1..~ife_-~l

u~U.0- ~•

J-a..i-'--, .- l.:.

I~ was noted that you had expressed interest in.such a group at one
time.

In order to determine if there is CU-"'Tently sufficient interest in
such a unit, we ask that you complete and return the enclosed questionnaire by Friday, May 15, 1987.
If you know of other nurses who might be interested and are also
members of NYSNA, please send their names and addresses.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

.

--

lc:Jl~')

Beverly R. Ianuzi, MS, RN
Associate Director
Nursing Practice and Services Program
BRI/mk
enc.

,>£,ii
r

'.rBE HEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Nursing Pract:.ice and Services Program

Please print or type the information below:

.

Name-----------------------------------Address

Phone Number:
Social security Number:
1.

I would like to have an ~ulatory Care Unit within NYSNA.
Yes

No

If form~d, I would be willing to serve as a member of the executive committee.
Yes

3.

No

I am currently a member of NYSNA.
Yes

No

PLEASE RETURN THIS DOCUMENT TO BEVERLY R. IANUZI, MS, RN, ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR, NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM, NEW YORK STATE NURSES
ASSOCIATION, 2113 WESTERN AVENUE, GUILDERLAND, NEW YOR..T{, 12084 BY

FRIDAY, MAY 15, 1987.

BRI/mk
04/10/87

I

I

!

i

\:..J

lNVITATltJNAL BOARD
OF DIRECTORS BREAKFAST
7:00a.m. - 8:30a.m.
Hyatt Regency, Regency A & B

AMBULATORY CARE NURSES
INTEREST GROUP MEETING
8:00a.m. - 9:00a.m.
Convention Center, 109

For NYSNA Board of Directors; Chairman of NYSNA Clinical Practice and
Funclional Units; NYSNA Councils,
Committees and Task Forces; and, Presidents and Executive Dire<:tors of District Nurses Associations.

Nurses interested in forming an organiz:itional unit for Ambulatory C-lre Nurses
are invited to attend this meeting.

EXlllBITS
7 :OOa.m. . 9:00a.m.
Convention Center, Exhibit Hall

ComentianCenter,GcneralSc.&mRoom
Presiding, Ellen M. Bums, President
New York State Nurses Association

GET ACQUAINTED BREAKFAST
7:00a.m. - 9:00a.m.
Convention Center, Banquet Room

Gail Ku/111 Weissman, RN, FA.AN,

VOTING BODY BUSINESS
MEETING

9:00a.m. - 1 :00p.m.

11:00a.m. -11:30a.m.
Convention Center, Exhibit Hall
NYSNA COUNCILS OF NURSING
l'RAC'I'ITIONERS l\fEETING
l:00p.m.-2:00p.m.
Convention Center, 106 A & D

1\voawardwinningvidcoswillbeshown_
EXIlIBITS
in the following ortlcr:
Aids: No Sad Song
{:m minutes) l :OOp.m. · 6:30p.m.
All of Our 1,fres
(28 minutes) Convention Center, Exbibit Hall
See "Audio/Video" for program descriptions.
'tcl,INICAL NURSE SPECIALIST/
NURSE EN'l'REPRENEURSHIP
INTEREST GROUP MEETING
8:00a.m. - 9:00a.m.
Convention Center, 104

D

ADDRESSING TIIE STAFFING

3R

Private Legal Practice

TIIENATIONALCOAIAIISSIONON

NURSING IMPLEAIENTATION
PROJECT (NCNIP) PROGRF.SS UEl'ORT

3:00p.m. - 4:30p.m.
Convention Center, B & C

CRISIS!

2:00p.m. - 5:00p.m.
Convention Center, A & D

Selective staffing patterns will be used as
frameworks to examine formulas and
standards for arriving at nursing care
hours. Correlation of classification systems will be achieved through the use of
simulated exercise.
3.3 comact hours.

()

1.8 co1upa liours.

Dr. Veronica Driscoll, RN, Author of
Legitimizing 1l1e Profossion ofNursin~:
The Distinct Mission of che New York
State Nurses Association.

Dr. Nettie Binibach. RN. Associate
Professor. Gradwiie Program College of
Nursing, SUNY Health Science Center.
Brooklyn
NSANYS MEETING: NURSING

STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
OF NEIV YORK STATE
5:15p.m. - 6:15p.m.
Hyatt Regency, Delaware Room

Nursing students. as well as fuculty
members, will have the opportunity to

get information regarding NSANYSand
NSNA programs and activilies. Speak
with NSANYS Board MembeIS abour
organizing students in an NSNA school
chapter. Also.just by attending.student!>

qualify for a student incentive award

An overview and progress repon of the

One award winning video will be shown:
Women of Summer
(55 minutes)

Nurses interested in fonning an organiz:uional unit for Clinical Nurse Speciallist/Nursc Entrepreneurship are invited
10 attend this meeting.

Heightens awareness of nurses' roles
and responsibilities in providing optimal
patient care and avoiding malpractice
challenges. Actual coun cases, vidt.-olnped cross examination. and other processes are reviewed.
3.3 co1ztaa hours.

Commission·s work will be presented.

VIDEO PREVIEW

J:30p.m. - 2:30p.m.
Hyatt Regency, Niagara Room

MALPRACTICE CHALLENGES
AND LEGAL PROCESSES
2:00p.m. - S:OOp.m.

Mary Anne Tlieiss.RN. Esq.,Syracuse

For registered nurses represented by the
NYSNA Economic and General Welfare
Program.

\'WED PREVIEW
7:30a.m. • 8:30a.m.
Hyatt Regency, Niagara Room

Vice President of Nursing. Mt. Sinai
Medical Center

Hyatt Regency. Grand Ballroom D-G

REFRESHMENT BREAK

Complimentary breakfast to all registered attendees, guests, and exhibitors.
Come and relax with colleagues over
breakfast.

Saturday, October 24 (continued)

Four nursing organimtions (American
Association of Colleges of Nursing,
American Nurses' Association, American Organization of Nurse Executives
and National League for Nursing) have
been collaborating to create a process
that will affect the future of nursing
education and nursing practice.
1.8 contact hours.

LICENSED TO PRACTICE: PRECEDENTS FROM THE PAST

3:00p.m. - 4:30p.m.
HyattRegency,Rcgency BallroomA-C
The genesis of early nurse credentialing
and the precedent-setting 1972 lt.-gal
definition of nursing practice will be
recounted, examined:md analyzed. Relevance to past, present and future nursing practice will be discussed.
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Jleport to the Board of Director•

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIAT.IOH

Nursfng Practfce and Servfces

Clinical Nurse Specialists and
Nurs'! Entrepreneurs

(Program)

1987 NYSNA convention

Janaury 21-22. 1988

MINUTES

(Date of Board Meeting)

Orpnlzatloa.al Unit or Person Requesting Action,

Nursing Practice and.Senfces Program Staff
Action 1teque1ted1
I. Fona a new fum:tfonal

2. Appoint

Karen A. BalJ.a.rd, MA, RN
Director
NUrsing Practice and Services Program

Presiding:
Staff:

unit for ~urs~ entrepreneurs.·

Barbara Zittel, KS, RN
Associate Director
Nursing Education Program

Attendance:

officers at the March Board Meeting.

•

Purpose:

To determine a membership interest in forming a functional
unit for clinical nurse specialists or nurse entrepreneurs.

Discussion:
1.
Background and/or rationale for request,

Twenty-five HYSNA members met at the 1987 Convention to discuss membership interest
in fonning a new unit for clinical nurse specfalfsts and/or nurse entrepreneurs.
The overwhelming interest was for a special unit for •nurses·in business.•

1f AppU.c:ables

Ant1c:ipated Financial Impacts

(Pluae uplaln 1n detail.)

If the Board of Directors were to appoint two interim officers to attend the Hay
lursfng Practice and Senfces Program's Organizational Unfts Meeting fn order to
plan for the first meeting of the unit at the 1988 Convention. the cost would
be $680. The cost for futuf1! budget years would be at least $1,575, depending on
charge in the per diem.

The following concerns and issues were discussed:

consensus was reached on only one group, probably for nurse

entrepreneurs;

·

2.

acute need is felt by nurses who do not work in facilities~

3.

"grass root" groups are forming;

4.

it could be conceptualized as "nurses in business;"

5.

what is the difference, if any. between nurse practitioners and
clinical nurse specialists:

6.

clinical nurse specialists within institutions: clinical. nurse
specialists in private practice through an institution: clinical
nurse specialists as an entrepreneur;

7.

there should be a definition of what business is, i.e., •fee for
service," consultant: and

8.

practice and liability concerns need addressing.

outcome:

The assembled ~embers reached.consensus ~n requesting that
the Board of Directors establish a functional. unit for nurse
entrepreneurs.

Kar'en A. Bal.lard, MA, RN
Director
Nursing Practice and Service Program

Uae addlClonal paper 1! aecessar7.

HLO/ker
12./4/87

See attached list.

KAB/pr
12/28/87
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Norma Alken

Judith Ki1ey

Margaret Balacki

Joanne Luyton

Harriet Braithwaite

Ruth Merkatz

Verlia Brown

Beverly Wright Page

Gertrude Cherescavich

Susan Robertson

Susan Cohen

Jane Piampiano Ruby

Susan CUstas

Anna Sabia

Diana Daneshvar

L. Sharon Shisler

Candy Dato

Christine Tekverk

Mary Lou Dorsett

Mary Jean Thomas

Dorothy Excell

Christine Verber

Karen Heaphy

Lois Wooten

Mary A. Joseph

Amy Wysoker

